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Below are details, and specifications on the Executive Range Leather Briefcases
and Strap Bags:
1) Executive range in leather- Briefcases and Strap bags. Standard features comprise of Long range remote
control activation, all round SABS tested non lethal shock including the strap, ear piercing 125 db siren
and in the case of the briefcases, a temporary storage safe facility. GPS tracking units can be fitted to all
of these units as well and need to be ordered so as we build in a hidden compartment for the tracking
device. The briefcases are supplied with standard combination lock access whilst the strap bags have a
opening zip. There are no finger print access etc on these units as the main idea is the activate the Shock
and siren deterrents from a safe distance forcing the criminal to drop it whilst you then are able to
retrieve it once clear. The units are simple to operate on is supplied with an on/off key and arming
remote/s incase the client wants extra. Due to the finish in leather we don’t recommend putting in the
color smoke dye’s unless the client insist. Whilst on this subject, we normally introduce the smoke pack
as a third optional visual deterrent to detonate after the timer has run out approx 15-20 seconds after
the shock and siren sounds
2)

Regarding the briefcase range, Midi, Slim line, Standard, Banking also the Executive as explained above,
standard features are Remote activated shock and siren including a temporary storage safe facility which
when armed will activate the deterrents automatically if unauthorized movement of the product is
detected. In addition to this as optional extra we can include:
a) wrist strap backup which will activate the case during a grab and run situation(only standard and
banking models)
b) delay smoke color dye after 15-20 seconds, c) delay between siren and shock(we recommend this for
your market) d) GPS Tracking modules.
c) Anti tamper lid protection.

3) Regarding the ranges on the GPS tracking units and pricing. The tracking device works in conjunction with the
countries GSM network infrastructure. Accordingly the more established the network, the more coverage of the
tracking is possible. There is no range applicable as the unit will send data to the nearest tower which will forward
it on the Web platform so you can access it from any place in the world even the alerts. Once the unit is
purchased, the client still needs to buy a local sim network card that is activated for roaming for the unit. He then
lets you know the cellular number which you forward on to us in order for us to enable to unit to work from the
Web platform. To have access to this web network he pays a yearly charge. Remember he doesn’t have to do this,
he can also track the unit with a Smartphone in which case he only pays from the tracking unit from us. Us we
outsource the tracking units we can only offer a limited further discount. If the order happens we will have to see
at the time the quantity and also the exchange rate at the time.
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In reference to adding pepper spray module activated on a delay timer has not work, we do not install them any
longer. Our experience with it that it took up to much battery capacity and most importantly space and weight.
Accordingly we don’t recommend it for the briefcases. It might work on the Alluminium Stroller but if price is
already a concern we don’t recommend it as it only adds to the costs.
The tracking option is a more popular install now a days. We build in the comportment inside the briefcases into
which we place the tracking unit. It is supplied separately with charger and works totally independent from the
case. We use the attached module. Ideally it can be monitored from our web platform, however this involves
subscription monthly which we normally levy once of for export orders for annual basis. The client can however
track the unit from a smart phone which can also be set up and for this there is no subscription, however features
are then limited to tracking only. Pricing are as per the dealer price. USD 448.00 FOR THE UNIT AND USD 348.00
FOR ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION (if subscribed). Prices can be adjusted with volume orders. We will quote once we
receive an accurate amount of the Order. The GPS Unit is an option to the briefcases, handbags, information is
detailed in the previous page.
It will be our pleasure and privilege to serve you. Once you have determined what your needs are and what
products you are interested in, please contact us. Please visit our website: www.myatasystems.com.
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